ESTANCIA PRIMERA COMMUNITY SERVICES ASSOCIATION

MINUTES:

SPECIAL BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING

DATE:

6 January 1992

PRESENT:

Howard Ellis, Dan Picaro, Ira Cohen, Rich Culpin,
Sean Gilligan and Pete Stanton

LOCATION:

John Patterson's Office

PURPOSE:
filed.

To review foreclosure suit situation in order to determine whether disclaimer should be

DISCUSSION: John Patterson met with City Attorney with favorable
results. The City considers
the Master Plan for Estancia Primera as the binding document for future development in Estancia
Primera; therefore, even though any future developer may want changes, these changes would have to be
approved and hearings held with the public. It was agreed that John Pattertson would include in a letter
forwarding a copy of the Disclaimer, a request from the EPCSA that any future developer must consider
the existing Architectural Restrictions and the Covenents and Restrictions as applicable. Mr. Patterson
indicated that this would be more of a political position than a legal
position.
The Club House was then discussed and Mr. Patterson indicated that the filing of the Disclaimer
would release any claims the EPCSA might have regarding the facility. He indicated this might be the
right decision since, if future developers would expand the facility, present owners might have the right to
choose whether to belong or not. During John Patterson's meeting with the City attorney, the attorney
indicated that the Master Plan calls for a facility sufficient to satisfy approximately 270 residential units.
The City might require the future developers to satisfy this requirement. Sean Gilligan proposed that it
might be prudent for him to occupy the building as he was doing a year ago, as representative for Bush.
This would keep occupancy until the RTC completed the foreclosure, and would relieve the EPCSA from
expending any further expenses and yet keep the building occupied. The recreational facilities would be
closed.

Pete Stanton made a motion which was seconded by Dan Picaro and unanimously approved by
the Board, that John
Patterson submit a Disclaimer on behalf of the EPCSA. The Board of Directors
was given authority to go forward with a Disclaimer by the Membership at the Special Meeting of the
Membership on December 28, 1991 assuming that the City would be friendly to the Association.
John Patterson plans to talk with the RTC lawyer on January 7, 1992, or as soon as possible
thereafter, to discuss the Club facility and schedule for foreclosure.
The Board also discussed the dues situation once the Club facility is no longer under the
responsibility of the EPCSA. The Budget would have to be reviewed and the dues modified accordingly.
No action is planned until a firm position is provided by John Patterson. It was recommended that all
members pay the first quarter installment.
Based upon the present situation, discussion proceeded regarding the future of the EPCSA. John
Patterson indicated that he did not know if the EPCSA would have to continue. Pete Stanton indicated
that he felt strongly that the EPCSA should remain an existing and functioning body in order to insure that
the Covenants and Restrictions are enforced as applicable. Any change would be in the future.
Howard Ellis indicated that we should make a survey of the common areas as they apply to the
developed tracts to insure that they have been conveyed to the EPCSA or to the specific developed tract. In
the case of Cumbra Vista, Cumbra Vista has never been legally annexed into the EPCSA. John Patterson
suggested that steps be initiated to accomplish this.
There being no further business the meeting was terminated.

ESTANCIA PRIMERA COMMUNITY SERVICES ASSOCIATION

MINUTES:

WEEKLY BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING

DATE:

4 February 1992

PRESENT:

Howard Ellis, Sean Gilligan,Ira Cohen, Rich Culpin, and Pete Stanton

LOCATION:

EPCSA Clubhouse

Treasurer's Report:
Ira Cohen provided a financial statement with a balance of $13,760. in the
working account and $5,087. in the savings account. He indicated most of the delinquent accounts have
been paid up. Approximately three Homeowners have yet to pay up. He will take further steps to follow up.
He also presented a budget which takes into account closing the Rec Center. The dues would be reduced
from $60./month to $30./month.
Old Business: Pete Stanton investigated a Post Office Box for the Association and indicated a private
box at DeVargas Mall would run between $8.50 and $10.50 per month and a box at the Main Post Office
would run $35 per year, however requires a 3-4 week wait. The Board chose the Main Post Office option.
Pete Stanton will place the Association name on the waiting list.
No new information was available from John Patterson regarding discussion with the RTC attorney.
The Association has stopped collecting rent from Sean Gilligan as of February 1, 1992 and has turned over
all utilities and telephone services. Sean may change the locks.
New Business: If the new budget is activated, some refunds will have to be made to those Homeowners
who have paid more than $360. for 1992.
If the descision is made not to continue with running the Rec Center, the insurance policies will have to be
modified which will result in some reimbursement. Also, a newsletter to the membership will be
appropriate to present all the changes.

A proposal was made by Sean Gilligan, that the Association could continue to operate the Rec facilites
(tennis court and pool) supported financially only by those Homeowners specifically interested and
willing to defray the expenses. Sean indicated that Bush would probably not object and will discuss it with
him. Howard will pose this proposal to John Patterson to obtain his position. Further action will be taken
to study the proposal upon the above results.
A letter was received from the City Engineer directing the ESPCSA to comply with the Master Drainage
Contract. This request is not in line with our recent discussions with the City, and John Patterson called
the City, whose representative agreed that the letter was out of line. John Patterson prepared a letter
responding to the City request which will be reviewed by Howard prior to forwarding.

ESTANCIA PRIMERA COMMUNITY SERVICES ASSOCIATION
MINUTES:

WEEKLY BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING

DATE:

24 March 1992

PRESENT:
Stanton

Howard Ellis, Sean Gilligan, Ira Cohen, Rich Culpin, and Pete

LOCATION:

EPCSA Clubhouse

Treasurer's Report:

Ira Cohen indicated no change to the financial situation.

Old Business:
No action can be taken on the road maintenance situation until more bids are
received. Tabled till next meeting.
Initial title searches on the roads of each existing tract has indicated that each subdivision
ownership situation is different. As an example, in the Cresta and Cumbra Vista tracts the road belongs
in equal shares to each homeowner, in the La Viveza tract the road belongs to the tract Association. It was
agreed that the best solution was to have all the roads deeded to the Master Association but that each tract
needs to handle this in a different way and we need further advice from John Patterson as to how to
accomplish this matter in the easiest and quickest manner.
The blacktopping of driveways was further discussed, with the Board in agreement that a policy
needs to be established. Sean Gilligan by the Board at their next meeting.
Results of the Security questionaire, still resulted in insufficient participation to initiate the
program. Rich Culpin also stated that only 10 members have so far responded favorably to the Pool
questionaire.
There is no new information about the foreclosure suit.
Miscellaneous Information:
Mr. and Mrs. Barr of La Viveza attended the meeting to clarify their position that they were very
disappointed in the situation regarding the recreation center, pool and tennis courts. The Board again
indicated that the situation regarding these items was out of the Boards hands since these items do not
belong to the Association. Mr. and Mrs. Barr further indicated that they intend to contact all homeowners
solicitating their support regarding use of the pool this year. The Board indicated that this would be a
personal solicitation by the Barrs and can not be supported by the Board.

ESTANCIA PRIMERA COMMUNITY SERVICES ASSOCIATION

MINUTES:
DATE:
LOCATION:

ANNUAL MEETING
August 15, 1992
EPCSA Clubhouse

The 1992 Annual Association meeting was called to order by President
Howard Ellis at 10:10 AM.
Treasurer's Report: Treasurer Ira Cohen distributed the Treasurer's Report for review
by attendees. Included in the report was the
proposed 1992-1993 Annual Budget.
This Budget was accepted by the membership at the present reduced rate (assuming no
Recreation Center expenses). Norm Walker made motion to accept, seconded by Rich
Culpin. The motion was voted in be the membership.
Old Business:
Status of the RTC foreclosure of the undeveloped Estancia
Primera property was presented. Howard Ellis indicated that foreclosure has been
delayed and information from the RTC attorney indicated that foreclosure should
procede in 60 to 90 days. The status of the Rec Center subsequent to foreclosure is
unknown. The Board of Directors indicated that the roof on part of the Rec Center
needed immediate repair to prevent severe damage to the facility and suggested that the
Association pay for the repair to insure their
interest to the facility in the future.
The cost was estimated at about $1,200.00. After much discussion, a motion was made by
Rich Culpin to repair the roof at Association expense, with a lien placed on the property.
The motion was seconded by Sylvan Cohen. The motion was voted and passed by a
majority
Committee Reports:
Architectural Review Committee- Sharon Berkelo gave a report of the review
status of the Committee indicating numerous reviews had been processed. With Aspen
Compound continuing to be developed additional review requests are expected to be
submitted. The membership thanked the Committee for their hard work.
New Business: The following new business was discussed:

a. Sharon Stanton requested a letter by sent to the Homeowner of the first home
in Aspen Compound asking that the property be cleaned up. This was favorably accepted
by the Board.
b. Howard Ellis suggested that a Committee be established to initiate new
projects for the improvement of the area and asked for volunteers for this Committee.
Jean Van Camp and Stan Schriber volunteered.
c. Dan Picaro initiated discussion on the Northeast Neighborhood Association
(NNA), indicating that he has represented the EPCSA for the past years and would like
to have a new representative in the future. Rich Culpin volunteered to be the new
EPCSA representative. The one item being considered by the NNA at this time that
significantly affects Estancia Primera is a request from a commercial venture, Outside
Magazine, to locate a commercial building on Hyde Park road. The NNA has indicated
to the City and to representatives from Outside Magazine that residents of the Hyde Park
area do not support having commercial buildings in the Hyde Park area. However, it
appears that Outside Magazine is still lobbying the City for approval. A discussion of
this issue is scheduled at the City Council on August 26 at 6:00 PM. Jean Van Camp
urged as many Estancia Primera residents to attend this meeting to show the City that we
oppose any commercial venture in the Hyde Park area.
d. Pete Stanton discussed outside audible alarms and their nusiance factor. He
suggested the possibility that they be turned off. After discussion, the membership
supported the continuation of audible alarms for their alerting nature which was
considered more important than the nusiance factor.
A motion to close the meeting was made by Rich Culpin seconded by Jackie
Young. The meeting was adjourned at 11:45 AM.

ESTANCIA PRIMERA COMMUNITY SERVICES ASSOCIATION
MINUTES:

WEEKLY BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING

DATE:

2 June 1992

PRESENT:
Picaro and Pete Stanton

Howard Ellis, Sean Gilligan,Ira Cohen, Rich Culpin, Julie Larsen, Dan

LOCATION:

EPCSA Clubhouse

Treasurer's Report:
Ira Cohen indicated that the General Fund balance was approximately $11,853
and the Reserve Fund had approximately $7,600. He was concerned that the common property now had no
insurance coverage since we cancelled our overall policy; however, since we apparantly still do not have
deeded ownership to the common property, liability is a question. The Board authorized payment of a bill
to turn on the water system at the Rec Center since authorization to do the work occurred prior to
termination of our use of the Rec Center.
One lot owner (Bush) has yet to pay any dues so the Board authorized giving this to our attorney
for his action.
Old Business:
Road Maintenance: We still have not received any bids for grading the roads. A
decision was made to authorize a one time grading of the three roads plus the entrance to the Aspen
Compound road to get a baseline for cost. Sean Gilligan will contact the contractor whose fees are
nderstood to be $65.00 per hour.
The Title search regarding the common property and roads showed no ownership by either the
Master Association or the Tract Associations. Therefore we need to first get each tract Association
approved by the City and then take action to have the common areas deeded over to the applicable Tract
Associations. Howard will contact our attorney to initiate these actions.
The dog problem with Libby Hewitt still exists. Pete Stanton reported that the mediation process
failed. If her dogs are seen running loose, they should be reported to Santa Fe animal control. The
Association may choose to take further action.
New Business:
The Board indicated they will make an annual inspection of all homes to insure
compliance with Architectural guidelines. Specific violations such as unpainted chimneys and visible
coolers on rooftops will be noted and applicable homeowners will be notified.
A newsletter will be published in June. Howard Ellis asked the Board for subjects to be included.

ESTANCIA PRIMERA COMMUNITY SERVICES ASSOCIATION
MINUTES:

WEEKLY BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING

DATE:

September 1, 1992

PRESENT:
Board Members Howard Ellis,Ira Cohen,Rich Culpin,Mary Anne Benton ,Dan
Picaro and Pete Stanton. Also attending was Jeane Van Camp.
LOCATION:

EPCSA Clubhouse

The minutes of Board meetings of August 25th and August 29th were approved.
Old Business: The re-roofing of the rec center which was approved at the last annual meeting is in
process of being accomplished at a cost of $1,200.
Weed removal will be again done in the near future. The cost will be $750. for this time. The
contractor indicated we probably should do it twice a year. the price may be less next Spring because the
weeds won't be as big.
A discussion followed regarding action taken and being taken relative to Outside Magazine's
proposed rezoning request. Letters to the Editor, letters to our City Councilors and letters from other
organizations have been sent. All agreed that we must continue to stay on top of the situation to insure that
our desires are going to be met. Rich Culpin visited City Hall today to make sure we will be notified of any
action that affects rezoning in our area.
Mary Anne Benton was unanimously voted in as a new member of the Board of Directors to
replace Julie Larsen.
Pete Stanton expressed his concern that our attorneys were not responding quick enough. A list
of items that are pending will be discussed with our attorneys by Howard Ellis and a completion dates for
completing these actions will be solicited.
New Business:
Drainage letter from City was discussed. Much background was reviewed and many opinions
were expressed. Inspectors are already approaching homeowners. It was agreed that Rich Culpin will call
Jim Traxler, Director of Public Works for the City, and request a meeting to clarify the situation.
Dan Picaro expressed concern relative to actions needed to straighten out the documentation
relative to all the tracts within Estancia Primera. Our attorneys will be asked to take action once we have
the status of what exists.
Rich Culpin indicated meetings will be scheduled on the 1st and 3rd Tuesdays at 1 PM.
Additional meetings will be scheduled as needed, with the next meeting on September 8, 1992.

ESTANCIA PRIMERA COMMUNITY SERVICES ASSOCIATION
MINUTES:

WEEKLY BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING

DATE:

October 10, 1992

PRESENT:
Board Members Howard Ellis,Ira Cohen,Rich Culpin, and Pete Stanton. Also
attending was Sharon Berkelo from the Architechural Review Committee.
LOCATION:

EPCSA Clubhouse

The meeting was called to order at aproximately 9:30 AM. The minutes of Board
meetings of September 17, 1992 were approved.
TREASURER'S RPT:

None

OLD BUSINESS:

Both the Walker and Herman house grounds are in the process of of being
cleaned up.
Clean up along roads is continuing.
Rich Culpin will get an estimate to remove all clover from common areas.
There have been two letters from Las Barrancas concerning the Schaded house
roof cooler. The Board considers action taken to paint piping satisfies problem.
No further action.
Schaded house still in noncompliance on drainage. Since Schaded refuses to
comply, we will request our attorney to send letter to Schaded.
Altimera attorney has indicated he recommended to Altimera that they pay our
proposed back contribution. Board recommended that our attorney also
officially inform Altimera that we consider them a member of the Estancia
Primera Community Services Association and that we expect them to initiate
dues payment starting January 1, 1993. If they do not agree we recommend
arbitration as to their membership status.
Outside Magazine was discussed. Rich Culpin indicated that he has contacted
Debbie Jaramillo, and others and Outside has not as yet initiated any rezoning
request. Further, nothing is on the Agenda through year end. Ike Pino has sent
a memoradum to all his offices stating that if Outside initiates any requests, that
they must follow all normal approval steps and procedures. Pete Stanton
indicated that the commercial operations in the Fort Marcy complex appear to
be all illegal. Rich Culpin will initially contact persons he knows who own
property in the Fort Marcy complex so they can bring this subject up at Fort
Marcy's next Association meeting. Even though we could file complaints with
the city zoning people, it is premature.

The Board agreed that it would be in the best interests of the Association if Sean
Gilligan would move his operation out of the Estancia Primera area. We agreed
that if he and his secretary only wanted to stay it would be okay. Rich Culpin
will notify him next week. The Board also agreed it would be in the best
interests of the Association if Sean Gilligan would resign from the Board. It
would eliminate any possible conflict of interest.
The ESPCA Architectural Guidelines were discussed. The Architectural Review
Committee has been using the issue of 22 pages plus two agenda as the official
copy and these have been provided to all builders. There apparently is another
issue of 24 pages plus two agenda which is considered invalid. All 24 page
documents should be destroyed.
Rich Culpin handed out a City Council resolution which establishes a Arroya
Saiz drainage district, but only lists Estancia Primera as the development against
which the drainage district will be enforced against. Pete Stanton will prepare a
letter for Rich Culpin's signature requesting the City to also include in the
District, all other developments feeding into the Arroya Saiz and to initiate
action with these other developments. Also, upon establishment of the District,
the Master Drainage Agreement dated August 8, 1988 between the City and the
EPCSA be deemed null and void and removed from all existing deeds.
New Business:

The situation surrounding the Canyonlands development was discussed
regarding their violation of Architechural Guidlines. A meeting is now
scheduled for 10:30 AM, Tuesday, October 13, 1992 at the Coldwell Banker
conference room with Canyonlands. If they do not wish to conform to the
approved guidlines as were used to approve their drawings then the Association
will initiate a stop order through the courts. No action will be taken until after
the meeting with Canyonlands, however, Howard will alert our attorneys to be
perpared to take the necessary steps to shut Canyonlands down as required.

ESTANCIA PRIMERA COMMUNITY SERVICES ASSOCIATION
MINUTES:

SPECIAL MEETING WITH CANYONLANDS

DATE:

October 13 and 14 , 1992

PRESENT:
Board Members Howard Ellis,Ira Cohen,Rich Culpin,
and Pete Stanton. John Klee and Sharon Berkelo from the ESPCA
Architectural Review Committee (ARC). Ken Hinkes and David
from Canyonlands. Tom McMenemon from ColdwellBanker.
LOCATION:

October 13, 1992 Session:

Milburn

Coldwell-Banker conference room.

The meeting was arranged in order to discuss alleged architechtural violations
by Canyonlands relative to various lots in the Aspen Compound tract. Howard
Ellis began the discussion by directing to Ken Hinkes the question as to what
his action is to correct the alleged violations. Mr Hinkes began with a lengthy
history of Estancia Primera, etc. Mr Klee interrupted this discertation to present
to Mr. Hinkes the issues and that Mr. Hinkes should respond to the violations
and their correction.
Specifically, discussed was the alleged height violation of the structure on lot 12.
Mr. Hinkes corroberated the violation and indicated it was only about 30
inches. The height restriction is no more than 20 ft from original ground level
to the roof line. This does not include the parapet. Exact out of spec. height
should be provided by a surveyor's certified drawing. Mr Hinkes attempted to
sway the Board into accepting the house as is saying that Canyonlands tried to
satisfy the best aesthetics. The Board responded that it was bound by the
Covenants to strictly uphold the established requirements. In this case
Canyonlands needs to correct the problem. Mr. Hinkes stated that he would get
back to
the Board at 9 AM on October 14, 1992 as to how he plans to correct the height
violation on lot 12. The Board also indicated to Mr. Hinkes that the structure
on Lot 4 also may be in violation regarding height.
Mr. Hinkes also indicated that all deliquent certifications on other applicable
lots will be forthcoming at the 9 AM meeting on the 14th.

Mr. Stanton asked Mr. Hinkes if he now plans to abide by the requirements to
submit all changes to approvals prior to any work, and not start any work
without official approval. Mr. Hinkes confirmed he will abide by these
guidelines. Mr. Ellis suggested to Mr. Hinkes that he provide location and
height verification by certified drawing of each structure at the time the stem
wall is complete, since this should show the actual location and projected height.
It was agreed that Mr. Hinkes will get back to the Board at 9 AM
on October 14th with the proposed correction on Lot 12 and all the delinquent
certifications.
October 14, 1992 Session:

The same persons were present on October 14, 1992. Mr. Hinkes opened the
meeting indicating that the problem relating to Lot 12 and the late certifications
was singularly his fault and appoligized to the Board and the ARC. He then
indicated that he had two proposals to correct the problem on Lot 12. The cost
to Canyonlands of either approach was approximately equal. The house was out
of spec heightwise 42". The first approach would lower the roofline 22' by
lowering the second floor and beams. This would still result in the structure
being 20" out of spec. The second approach would be to remove the garage
concrete floor, cut the house as required, put the section of house above the
garage on jacks, dig down as necessary to accomodate the 42" requirement,
repour the garage floor and lower the house above the garage back down. The
house would then be capable of being certified within spec. Mr. Hinkus
indicated that this second approach was not without some disadvantages to
Canyonlands, i.e., The master bedroom bath would be reached by stairs, and the
roofline would change. Also, the slope of the driveway to the garage would
increase. Tom McMenemon stated that marketing of the house so modified
might be somewhat more difficult. Mr. Hinkes indicated that the cost to
Canyonlands would be approximately $10,000-12,000.
Howard Ellis asked Mr. Hinkes if he would consider a monetary solution to this
problem, say $12,000. Mr. Hinkes indicated that Canyonlands might favorably
consider this.
Canyonlands also provided the deliquent certifications for review, including the
one for Lot 4 showing it met the height requirements.
The meeting was adjourned and the Board and ARC met to discuss the options.
It was unanimously agreed that Canyonlands should be directed to bring the Lot
12 structure fully within allowable height specifications and they can proceed
with their Approach 2 which lowers the garage. They must submit revised
drawings as required by the ARC before official approval will be given.

ESTANCIA PRIMERA COMMUNITY SERVICES ASSOCIATION
MINUTES:

WEEKLY BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING

DATE:

October 20, 1992

PRESENT:
Board Members Howard Ellis,Ira Cohen,Rich Culpin, Dan Picaro, Mary Ann
Benton, and Pete Stanton.
LOCATION:

Ft. Marcy Recreation Center

The meeting was called to order at aproximately 9:00 AM. The minutes of Board meeting of
October 10, 1992 and the Special Meeting with Canyonlands on October 13th and 14th were approved.
TREASURER'S RPT:
Ira Cohen indicated there were still a number of owners with delinquent dues
for 1992 and previous. He has prepared a letter to each identifying the amount in arrears and requesting
they remit the amount due.
OLD BUSINESS:
Weed removal has been completed for this year. The need to use a
preemergence weed killer early next Spring was discussed and supported.
Our attorney still needs to be given instructions regarding writing a letter to
Schaded regarding his out of specification drainage situation. Howard will give
our attorney the necessary information and request him to send the letter to
Schaded.
The dog problem was again discussed both with regard to cleaning up after dogs
and with regard to violations to the leash regulation. It was agreed that present
known violators of the cleaning up part would be given a reminder from the
Board by a notice reminding them of the regulation. It was also agreed, in that
the Board is not a police organization, that unless the Board receives a specific
complaint regarding violation of the leash regulation no action will be initiated.

The situation as depicted in the minutes of the 13th and 14th October meeting
with Canyonlands was reviewed by Howard for everyones benefit. The submital
from Canyonlands regarding the change to the structure on Lot 12 has been
received and reviewed by the ARB and appears acceptable. The ARB will notify
Canyonlands with approval to proceed. Howard indicated that some of
Canyonlands certification submitals were not sufficient and they will be
requested to supply adequate information. Howard also submitted a proposed
modification to the AR Guidelines formalizing the request for the $500 deposit
against road damage and/or cleanup. This modification would also allow the
ARB to use part of the $500 to verify certifications or to accomplish a
verification survey if certifications are not received within 10 working days of
the applicable due date. The Board approved this modifcation
Outdoor Magazine status was discussed. Apparantly Burke has not given up
and will at some future date initiate further action. We need to continue to keep
aware of this situtation. The Board discussed the apparant illeagal commercial
operations at the Fort Marcy Condominium complex. The Board agreed to
keep this information in our hip pocket pending Outside Magazine's use of the
commercial allegation.
Rich raised the use of the Rec Center by Sean Gilligan. At the last Board
meeting it was agreed that Sean would be requested to vacate the building since
it weakened our position with Outside Magazine (This position has not as yet
been conveyed to Sean). Various members of the Board now feel this decision
was hasty and further discussion ensued. Ira was of the opinion that we do not
have not right as a Board to financially obligate the membership to assume any
expenses to maintain the building if empty. This would entail utilities and
security expenses. Since we do not know the length of time the building might
remain empty, this expense could be sizable. Pete indicated that the Board has
absolutly no jurisdiction over the building and therefore has no authority to ask
Sean to leave. Sean is probably operating illeagally and therefore could be asked
to leave at any time. In fact Sean has offered to vacate the building if given 30
days notice. The majority of the Board members felt that having Sean in the
building was an asset and we should not take action to ask him to vacate. Rich
indicated he would like to confer with our attorney before any final decision is
made by the Board.
NEW BUSINESS:
Rich indicated that Sean Gilligan will submit his resignation and that we need to
elect a new Board member. Rich suggested Carl Petche who is living in Walker's
house in Cumbre Vista and is going to build soon. The Board supported this
suggestion and elected Carl Petche to the Board to fill Sean Gilligan's vacancy.

ESTANCIA PRIMERA COMMUNITY SERVICES ASSOCIATION
MINUTES:

WEEKLY BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING

DATE:

November 3, 1992

PRESENT:
Board Members Howard Ellis,Ira Cohen,Rich Culpin, Dan Picaro, Mary Anne
Benton, Carl Poedtke and Pete Stanton.
LOCATION:

Pete Stanton's home

The meeting was called to order at approximately 9:00 AM. The minutes of
Board meeting of October 20, 1992 was approved.
TREASURER'S RPT:
OLD BUSINESS:

None

Rich asked Howard to discuss the status of Canyonland's progress on correcting
problems. Certificates have been corrected by Canyonlands. Progress on the
out-of-spec house is unkown except that the parapet over the garage area has
been removed.
The Board then discussed the status of the Rec Center and the status of RTC
action. Apparantly Sean has information that the RTC might accept the in-place
offers existing on the undeveloped parcels. However the status of the Rec
Center is unkown. This again raised questions regarding our legal position.
Since John Patterson is expected back around the 15th of November, Dan Picaro
will immediately make an appointment to discuss various pending subjects.
Pete Stanton again expressed his concern that we are not receiving adequate and
timely service from our present attorneys and if this meeting does not bring
better service he recommends that the Board should take our business
elsewhere. Rich asked Board members to make a list of subjects that need to be
addressed by John Patterson.

NEW BUSINESS:

Carl Poedtke, new Board member, was introduced to all members.
Rich reminded everyone of the Northeast Neighborhood Association meeting
on November 5th.
Rich discussed Altamira's negative response to the EPCSA offer to reconcile
monies due. Pete Stanton stated it was now time to place a lien on each
property in Altamira to recover monies due. Pete stated that our argument is no
longer with Altamira's Association, but rather with each Altamira Homeowner.
It was the consensus of the Board that we should initiate this action after review
by our attorney to insure our position is correct.

Next meeting will be at Carl Poedtke's home on the 17th of November assuming
there is a need, otherwise Rich will reschedule as necessary. Meeting was
adjourned at 10:30 AM.

ESTANCIA PRIMERA COMMUNITY SERVICES ASSOCIATION
MINUTES:

WEEKLY BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING

DATE:

November 17, 1992

PRESENT:
Board Members Howard Ellis,Ira Cohen,Rich Culpin, Mary Anne Benton, Carl
Poedtke and Pete Stanton.
LOCATION:

Carl Poedtke's home

The meeting was called to order at 9:10 AM. The minutes of Board meeting of November 3, 1992 was
approved.
TREASURER'S RPT:
Ira Cohen stated he would make a financial accounting at the next meeting.
Most deliquent 1992 dues have been paid. Ira will continue to follow up on the few outstanding accounts.
Pete Stanton raised the question of an audit of the books. This was favorably received and will be discussed
in the future as to how and who. 1993 dues notices will go out in early January at the same time as the next
newsletter.
OLD BUSINESS: Rich provided the results of the meeting with John Patterson.
a. Status of RTC foreclosure. None from John Patterson; however Rich
indicated he learned today from Sean Gilligan that the RTC was
planning to accept bids directly without going to foreclosure. More
information to follow after Rich talks more with Sean and then John
Patterson.
b. Our position regarding Rec Center. At present we have no legal hold
over Rec Center. This may also change if RTC does not go to
foreclosure.
c. Sean conducting business in Rec Center. We have no authority over
this situation and John Patterson did not feel it would be a problem
with the Outside Magazine situation.
d. Business's operating allegedly illegally in Ft. Marcy. John Patterson
suggested no action by the EPCSA at this time. This does not prevent a
private individual to act however.
e. Letter to City on drainage. John Patterson will follow up with City.

f. Can we require our Covenants and Restrictions to apply to the
undeveloped areas? Since they apply to the present Estancia Primera
Master Plan approved by the City anyone wanting to change this plan
would have to get City approval. Since there may be no foreclosure, it
may be difficult for anyone to change the Master Plan. We need to keep
on top of this.
g. Altamira situation. John Patterson supported initiating letters to all
Altamira Homeowners requesting they pay all outstanding fees. If no
response or negative response we will attach lien on individual
properties. Dan Picaro researched correct ownership and addresses
and Ira Cohen will initiate letters. Schedule is to send out letters by
certified mail, return receipt requested by Thanksgiving.
Rich Culpin gave a short summary of the results of the Northeast Neighborhood
Association meeting.
Carl Poedtke and Ira Cohen discussed the road grading and snow plowing
situation. Grading will be done by a contractor who has indicated he will grade
all the roads for approximately $450. La Viveza will also spend approximately
$150. to put down base coat prior to the grading. With regard to snow plowing,
Ira will contact the people who did it last year.
The attorney letter to Schaded regarding his drainage is in preparation. Since
Schaded is in town, the letter should go out soon, both to his Texas address and
his home in Santa Fe.
Rich will contact Varela Real Estate Management to get copy of the letter to Fort
Marcy homeowners regarding Outside Magazine. Rich also called our attention
to a recent article in the New Mexican regarding Outside Magazine, written by
a Ft. Marcy homeowner.
NEW BUSINESS: The lawsuit between Martha Murray and Martha Cameron has apparantly been setteled.
The EPCSA has been asked by the City to review the settlement as it may relate to the EPCSA.
Howard Ellis gave the latest ARB status. The ARB gave approval to plans on
Lots 10 & 11 in La Viveza. Canyonlands has been notified that the structure on
Lot 12 of Aspen Compound still appears out of spec. Canyonlands is supposed
to have a surveyor's certification to us in the next few days. Also, included
should be certifications on a few other lots.
Meeting was adjourned shortly after 11 AM. Next meeting will be
at Rich Culpin's home at 9AM on 15 December 1992.

ESTANCIA PRIMERA COMMUNITY SERVICES ASSOCIATION
MINUTES:
Semi-monthly Board of Directors Meeting
DATE: December 15, 1992
PRESENT:
Board Members Mary Anne Benton, Richard Culpin, Howard Ellis, Dan
Picaro, Carl Poedtke and Peter Stanton.
LOCATION:
The Culpin Residence
The meeting was called to order at 9AM. A moment of silence was observed in
memory of Ira Cohen. The minutes of the Board meeting of November 17, 1992 were
approved as read.
BOARD MEMBERSHIP AND ORGANIZATION: Peter Stanton was elected Treasurer to
replace the late Ira Cohen. In accepting this position, Peter relinquished his
position as Secretary. Carl Poedtke was elected Secretary.
Discussion was held related to a new board member. Rich Culpin asked Mary
Anne Benton to meet with a candidate and report back to him.
OLD BUSINESS:
Snow Plowing: Arrangements are being made with Herrera to plow
following each snowfall of six inches or more.
AUDIT: It had been agreed at the November 17 meeting that the books should
be audited. Pete Stanton will obtain a bid and report at the next board meeting.
CALLE ALTAMIRA: Responses to our letter will be evaluated by Rich, Peter
and Howard who then will confer with our attorney.
RTC STATUS: The tract from Hyde Park Road to the arroyo is to be closed in
January 1993. Other tracts are approaching sale. When the first sale takes
place, EPCSA will petition the RTC to return to the Rec Center to our control.
Rich is in contact with the RTC (Dallas) which is responsible for the sale of
this property.
The Board reaffirmed its position that all properties sold should remain
under Estancia Primera covenants.
OLD BUSINESS:
Cameron/Murray: The architectural review board is awaiting a
completed drainage plan.
Special Assessment: We are awaiting a reply from our attorney. Rich will
follow up.
NENA: Rich indicated he planned to attend the 12/15 meeting. There was a
general discussion of the role and effectiveness of NENA.
LEASH LAW AND POOPER SCOOPER REGULATIONS: The pooper scooper signs
apparently have been stolen. Problems in enforcing the the law and regulations
persist.
NEW BUSINESS:
MEMORIAL FOR IRA COHEN: The Board unanimously approved a $100
memorial donation to St. Elizabeth's Shelter in memory of Ira Cohen. The
Treasurer and Secretary were directed to carry this out.
PROJECTS COMMITTEE: The Committee has asked for clarification of its
mission. Rich indicated that it is to determine projects desired by the
residents and that cost/budget parameters would be applied in the next phase of

activity. Mary Anne will convey this to Jeanne Van Camp who chairs the
Committee.
ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD: Howard Ellis reported that since the last
meeting the ARB had met and given conditional approval to plans for the Poedtke
residence at Lot 16 Cumbre Vista. In addition, a sixth house in the Canyonland
Development was approved and forms were provided to Mr. Ortiz to make a
submission for Lot 26 in La Viveza. We are still awaiting the surveyors report
regarding building heights in Canyonland.
NEWSLETTER: The Board members were requested to bring items to the next
meeting.
NEXT MEETING: Tuesday, January 5, 1993 at the Picaro residence.
The meeting was adjourned at 10:40 AM

